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Abstract

6.

Formal educational environments often provide less support for learning
than do the everyday environments available to young children. In this

paper ve consider the concept of idealized learning environments, defined
as Havens, and discuss various components of Havens that can facilitate
comprebension and learning, especially in science instruction. Tnese
components include the opportunity to learn in semantically rich conter:s,
the availability of mediators wno can guide the learning, and the
importance of understanding how new knoviedge can function as conceptual
tools that facilitate problem solving. Three experiments are presented
that demonstrate some of the advantages of learning in Haven-like
environments. The experiments involve very simple uses of technology, yet
they show positive results. The results suggest that =ore scpnisticated
uses of technology, especially computer-controlled interactive videodiscs,
should have even greater benefits on comprenension ana learning. Some
videodisc-based Havens that are currently being developed at Vanderbilt are
described.
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Introduction

Itle major purpose of thin paper is to explore the concept of idealized

learning envirooments (we Mull call then Havens) that facilitate learning.

lbe ultitate goal of a theory of Hivens is to permit evaluations of the

degree to which particular types of instructional practices deviate from

the ideal.

Our initial explorations of.factors that contribute to Havens for

learning will involve analyses of coildren's natural learning environments.

Like ?avert (1980), we are impressed vith the speed end eau with which

children acquire new skills and km/ledge and would like to understand

these processes in more detail. Nevertheless, our analyses of the

conditions necessary for children's suecess often differ fnam Plapert's.

For example, Paper; (1960) pieces heavy emphasia on the importance of

Piagettee ideas such as active ditcovery learning, where the primary focus

is on the individwal child and his or her appneaches to various problems.

Ne agree that active attempts to learn are important, but we place equal

emphasis oa the social contexts for learning that are created by parents,

siblings, teachers and peers (e.c., Brown, Bransford, Ferrara & Campione,

1984; Cole and Scribner, 1975; Feuerstein, 1979; Vygotset, 1978).

In the discussion that follows we emphasize differences between

everyday learoing environments and the formal educational environments that

are characteristic of schools. One of our gcals is to task whether sone ef

the advantages of everyday learning 0114 be incorperated into formal

education, A second goel in to ask whether, given effective uses of

technology, even everyday learning enviroments can be improved.

Two Views About Chlldren's Learning

Several investigators have argued that there are tvo conflicting

views about children as learners (e.g., Bra:Word and Heldneyer, 1963). One
ia Um children are universal novices who consistently perform mane pnorly
than adults, When tested ia typical laboratory tasks, for example, t

children are leen likely to remember informetion (e.g., Keil and Segal,

1977), to comprehend and coemuoicate effectively (e.g., Chapman, 1978;

Chomsky, 1969; Olucksberg, Emma and Higgins, 1975); to solve pmblems

(e.g., Welder and Piaget, 1956) Ind to accurately predict their cvn

abilities to perform various tasks (e.g., Flavell sad WelLaan, 1977). There

are several reasons why younger or less mature learners would be expected

to pert= more poorly than more mature learners. First, younger learners

have acquired less knowledge than older learners (e.g. Chi, 1978; Gelman,

1976) and hence have fewer and less well organizeo knowledge structures for

assimilating information. Second, younger learners are less likely to know

sad use sophisticated strategies (e.g. Brown, 1979; Flavell, Beach and

Chinsky, 1966; Ornstein and Num, 1978). Some investigators also argue
that younger children's working menery is more limited, although the degree

to which this is a limitation of "actual" versus "functional" menory is

still a matter for debate (e.g., Case, 19711; Chi, 1976). Overall, younger

children sem to have a number of disadvantages that CM hurt their

perfonmumes in a variety of domino.
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In contrast to the proceeding position is cne that viewo children as

exceptionally effective learners. Adults often marvel at the ease with

which children acquire concepts, lalaguage, motor skills, spatial skills,

:ocial stills and so forth. Adults often wid that they could learn as

enthusiastically, effectively and seemingly effortlessly as they did when

they were yam. Bra:Word and Heleneyer (1963) emphasize the following;

.,.if we hold this View of "children as exceptional

learners" it conjunction with the "child al universal novice"

viewwe are forced to acknowledge that children are

amazingly effective learners asuat their lack of knowledge,

della their lack of sophisticated strategies and despite

passible limitations 04 their working metcri. Now can

children be such successful learners in the fsce of such

disadvantages?

Note that assumptions about children's effectiveness as learners generally

stem from their performance while learning in everyday contexts tether than

from their performance in laboratory tasks. Children's abilities to learn

therefore semi to be closely tied to the conditions under which their

learning takes place. Important aspects of these conditions are disoused

belov.

Leaning in Context

Dee of the advantages of everyday learning is that it usually takes

place in the context of meaningful, ongoing activities. Children are

therefore likely to receive feedback from the consequences of their

actions, and they are able to mike use of contextual cues when attempting

to le:demand what others mean. Excellent illustrations of the importance

of contextual cues are provided in Chapman's (1978) discussion of

children's comprehension strategies. She notes that parents of

one.year.old children frequently report that their childrea understand

everything that is said to them. Furthermore, observations of children's

performance in natural language settings provide support for such beliefs,

Nevertheless, there is a great deal of ioformation that these children

really do not understand.

One example discussed by Chapman involves Lewis &ad Freedle's (1973)

analysis of the comprehension abilities ot a 13 month old child. When

handed S4 apple while she was in her high chair and told "Est the apple",

the child bit it. When handed an apple while playing in her playpen and

told "Throw the apple", the child threw it. Levis and Preedle performed an

experiment it order to test whether the child really understood words such

as "eat" and "throw". They handed the child an apple while she vas in her

high chair and asked her to "throw the apple", lbe child bit it. Later,

when the child waa in her playpen she vas handed an apple and told "eat the

apple". She threw it. As Chapman (1978) notes, the child's strategy was

basically to assume that she should "do what you usually do in this

situation". This is a very sound strategy that frequently is correct.

Note that, in everyday settings, young children &lye rich

opportunities for learning because they can use context to figure out what
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someone must mean by various sentence structures and words. Unless she was

being tested by tricky experimenters, for example, the child discussed

Above could determine the general meaniegs of "apple", "eat" and "throw".

Similarly, it a mother nays "Get your shirt" while pointing to the only

loose object (a shirt) on the rug, the child begins to understand the

meaning of "get" and "shirt". Chapman (1978) etpaaaises that language

acquisition cmnot take place in :he absence of shared social and

situatfonal Contexts because the latter provide information about the

meanings of words and sentence structures. In Maclanare's (1912) terms,

the child ".,.uses meaning as a clue to language rather than language as e

clue to gelatin". The child who is naked to learn out of context often has

little basis for inferring theemesnings that speakers intend,

The ability to use contextual information as a cue to language is

important not only for young children. It is also important for older

children who may not understand all the words used by adults. For example,

a statement sucn le "They sawed the bins to matt a vac" provides vary

little information about the meaning of "bins" and "vm". M will be

discussed later, however, in certain contexte this statement can produce

new learn* because thee are many fever degrees of freedom about what

"bits" and "vac" might meta. In an analogoue manner, students who have the

advantage of a context for interpreting relatively novel (for them) words

such as " veriability", "maneuver" sod so forth should have a chance to

learn from the iestruction that they receive.

Context and Elaboration.

Clearly, context csa provide information beyond what is necessary to

understand specific concepts or lexicml items. For example, it can also

provide information necessary to understand the significance of utterances

even if they contain Wilier words. Tte psycbologist Karl 'inkier (cf.

Blumenthal, 1910) noted long ego that an utteraoce such es "five" can have

very different meanings depending on the context in which it ie uttered

(e.g., it might ZOO "I need five tore seconds, hours, days", "There tre

five of us here", "The show comes on at five" etc.). When "five",is

uttered out of context it ill extremely difficult to understand the

significance of the message even though one knows what the word "five"

means. Peoples' compreheosion of the significance of messages is related

to their abilities to Use relevant koovledge to elaborate what they hear,

see or read (e.g,, Anderson, 1984; Aodereom 4 Reder, 1979; Stein &

Bransford, 1979).

Context also bee powerful effects on one's interpretation of relations

among statements, Imagine, for example, that one hears "The floor is

dirty. Sally is using the mop". Ibe interpretation of these statements

differs greatly depending on whether the floor is getting dirtier or

cleaner as the mopping continues. In one case the interpretation is

synonymous with "The floor vas dirty because Sally used the mop"; in the

other case it is consistent with "The floor was dirty so Sally used the

mop".

6
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Toe Role of Mediators

Implicit in our discussion of learning in context vas the fact that

parents, friends and peers play an extremely important role in cognitive

development (e.g., Feuerstein, 1979; VYgotsky, 1978). Their role is not

simply to Et as stiMuli who provide words, sentences and actions to be

modeled by children. Instead, they act as mediators who provide structure

to the experiences of the child. For example, mediators arose the

environment so that children wi11 encounter certain experiences (e.g.,

toys, books); they help children separate relevant from irrelevant

information ("you can est on this plate even though it is blue rather than

red"); they prompt children to aaticipate events (e.g., "After we get up

from mkr nap ve will do what?") and they help children connect various

parts of their experiencew ("This story mentions a duck. Didn't we see a

duck yesterday in the pare"). In addition, effective mediators monitor

the performance of their children so that they caa encourage as much

independent performance as possible yet provide help (scaffolding) when it

is nosssl. In VYBotsk4e (1978) terminology, effective mediators are

sensitive to their child's "zone of proximal developent" the zone where

children can perform vith pilmpting in ways that they could mot perform

without prompting. This sensitivity to the zone of primal:al development is

assumed to be one of the major factors responsible for children's abilities

to learn (e.g., Brom, Bransford, Ferrara and Campione, 1983; Vygotsky,

1978).

Tee roles played by mediators can be clarified by considering our

earlier discussion of the girl who bit or threw apples depending on whether

she vas in her high chair or play pen. The major goal of the child's

ykrents was not to teat whether she really hew the meanings of "eat' and

"throw"; instead, they vatted to co unicatt with their child. they

therefore made statements that were appropriate to the context and, by

doing so, gave the child the chance to figure out what various words moan.

Snow (1917) provides smother exasple of how parents behave in ways

that help youog children learn important inforsation. Parents of very

youog children often provide information about the nature of conversations

by pausing in places were the child's responses should be and by accepting

almost anything (e.g., a burp or a hand movement) as part of the infant's

contribution to the conversation. As the infant become older and Dore

competent as conversationalists, the parents Dorm/ their criteria tor what

counts as an acceptable response. Additional examples of the role of

mediators are provided by Greenfield (1984) nod by Rogoff aod Gardner

(1984). In ugh of these examples, parents are helped in tbeir ability to

provide appropriate interventions or "scaffolds" because of the child's

active participation; this behavior provides an important index of the

degree to which the child has uoderptood, For example, parents can

frequently tell by children's actions whether they have understood a

statement or request.

It is instructive to contrast the preceding situation to the plight of

the school teacher who frequently has to work with a number of students.

When providing a lesson, tor example, the teacher must usually rely only on

general actions such as nods and "looks of understanding" in order to gauge
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the approprieteneas of the instruction. Under these conditions it i: very

difficult to assess etch student's level of cooprebension and to modify the

instruction in order to meet various needs.

c re!ti Shar

la the preceding discussions we focused on in vivo learning in the

sense that mediators helped children perform tasks that were relevant to

their current enviroment. Another aspect of learning involves the

recreetion Or contexts that one has shared vith a child, For example,

Pogoff and Cdulner (1984) discuss an experiment where mothers vere asked to

help their 6 to 9 year old children perform a nemory task involving objects

thateme usually found in the kitchen. early of the mother: did not simply

rely CA the context of the experimentel rcom (which was designed to look

like AA actual kitchen), Instead, they attempted to supplement this

environment by helping the child recreate more faailier situations. One

:other started by sayirg "Okay, now en just got home frem the store, okay?"

Another beget: vith "OkeY, nov, this is going to be a very organixed

kitchen.,,juet like ours, right?" Parents' inetructions frequently followed

the form of leagining a situation that the child presulably knew and using

it as a context tor performing mica tasks.

It seems clear thet there are many 0e4 Instances where children are

helped to learn because mediators prompa '01 co recreate familiar

environmeate. The present authors frequealt find themselves referring tO

Wei144C,V0 aittlatiOns in order to expltin i411 leaning and importance of new

concepts to our children. For example, whore one of our children took Logo

progrosing, we found that it provided a useful context for discussion even

vim DO computers were available. Similarly, we find that simple concepts

of problem solving and the ule of strategies CAA be readily understood by 4

year old children when the concepts are introduced with reference to movies

inch SA be Vitard of Os, Swiss Feely Robinson and so forth.

la order to be effective, mediators need to be vire of various

erperiences teat the child has had that can ponvide a context tor new

learning, This is relatively may for parents who have shared a great

number of experiences with their children. For a teacher, however, it can

be very difficult to blow which sets of experiences vill provide support

for each child's learning, The tisk become even more difficult when

children come from cultural backgrounds that differ from those of the

teacher. Under these conditione, children may have special difficulties in

their attempts tO learn because they lack contextual support.

1(nol_. j_de rialoa

The availability of mediation in semantically rich context facilitates

the acquisition of useAll knowledge. A number of theorists argue that it in

particularly important for people to understand how concepts and procedures

cam function AS tools that enable thee to Solve A variety of problems

(e.g., Bransford & Stein, 1984; Dewey, 1969; Ranson, 1970; Vygotsky, 197h),

Bacon (1620) eepnasieed this idea lcag ago when he discussed the importance

of :metal "helps" or tools:

Toe unaseisted hand and the understanding left to itself

possess but little power. Effects are produced by MIAS

of iasteemets and helps, which the understanding

requires no less than the hend.

The idea of powerful sets of "helps4 or tools for enhancing general

problem solving Seems to be a very important COmpOnent of a Raven for

leaning. Based on our experiences, few students view their ccurses from

this perspective. For example, ve have asked a number of college students

majoring in education or aren and science to explain why logarithms are

useful, la what ways do they make it easier to solve various probleme?

Despite remembering something about logarithms, the vast majority of the

students were surprised when told that logerithms represent an 1:portant

invention that greatly simplifies problem solving, They had never been

helped to understand logarithms in the way illustrated by the folloving

quotation from the English Matheatician henry Briggs (1624):

Logarithms are nu:bars invented tor the more easy

working of questions in arithmetic and geometry. By

them all troublesome multiplications are avoided and

performed oaly by addition....In a word, all questions

not only ia arithmetic and geometry but in astronomy

also are thereby zost plainly and easily answered,

We have encountered many additional examples of situations where

studeacs have memorized tactual and procedural information with very little

appreciation of how they simplify problem solving. For example, what vcuad

happen if ve used only one standard of length measurement such as itches

rather than use a number of them such as feet, yards and oiles? What vould

happen if there vere do concept of multiplication and division and we could

only add and subtract? Some children assume that the elisination of a

variety of staodards and computational procedures would aake life easier

because lese learning would be necessary, and to some extent they are

correct. Nevertheless, they need to be helped to see that such inventions

are extremely useful. For example, it would be very cuabersooe to express

all distances in inches and to have to add rather than tO use

maltiplication as a short cut for computing answers, In Bacon's

teminology, these inventions are important mental "helps"sor tools,

In everyday learning, the tool function of information is generally

apparent. For example, when a parent teaches a child about a physical

tool, he or she provides information about flinction as well as structure,

Implicitly, at least, the child understands how a tool makes it easier to

solve vsrioaa problems that one may face (e.g., a spoon helps Us solve the

problem of eating soup end other foods in liquid form). Similarly,

person who acquires conceptual tools understands at least some of the

problems that the tools make it easier to solve,

One advantage of understanding the tool function of concepts and

inventions is that people comprehend their value and therefore are more

moti%J.ted to learn. This is especially true when people encounter

naturally occurring problems that "create the need" for new infonaton and

inventions. Vygotsky (1678) illustrates how the creation of needs can

8
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the acquisition of new information. Similarly, one of Papert's

ts for the advastage of Logo programming environments is that,

the course of attempts to achieve selfinitiated programming goals,

a will encounter problems that enable them to understand the value

concepts and procedures. For example, in Logo classes children

are difficulty drawing designs because they did not know how many

to turn in order to drav a square corner, a triangle and so forth.

ventions such as protractors are introduced, the students can

see how these devices enable them to solve problems that they vere

ting. la contrast, when concepts and inventions are introduced out

ext, they are frequently viewed as "something complicated to be

" rsther than as tools that simplify one's life (e.g., Bransford &

1984; Vygotsky, 1978).

ual TOols and Transfer

ple's abilities to understand the need for new tools seems to

more than an increase in motivation to learn about them. People

o more likely to understand the conditions under which the tools are

and hence should be more likely to access them when needed. Bony

ties to solve problems stem from failures to access relevant

tion that vas previously acquired (e.g., Brsnsford & Hitsch, 1978;

Cempione, 1978).

a striking examples of failures to access relevant information are

ited in several recent studies involving college students (e.g.,

Holyoak, 1980; Perfetto, Bransford & Franks, 1983). In these

, students vere presented with information that was clearly relevant

solution of various problems and nese then presented with the

s. Unless explicitly Prompted to use the relevant information,

s failed to solve the problems they received.

sides some examples from the Perfetto et. al study (1983).

s nese presented vith a series of "insight" problems such as the

4g:

sh FUller, the famous Israeli superpsychic, can tell you the score

aseball game before the game starts. What is his secret?

Ln living in a small town in the U.S. married twenty different

the same town. All axe still living and he has never divorced one

, Yet, he has broken no Law. Can you explain?

: college students hsve difficulty answering these question unless

with hints or clues. Prior to solving the problems, some students

ren clue information that was obviously relevant to each problem's

i. Thus, these students first received statements such as "Before

:s the score of any game is 0 to 0"; "A minister marries several

:ach week." The students were then presented vith the problems and

%1Y prompted to use the clue information (which is not stored in

to solve them: Their problem solving performance vas excellent.

mdents vere first presented vith the clues and then given the

but they vere not explicitly prompted to use the clues for problem

-4-
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solution. Their problem solving performance vas very poor; in fact, it we

no better than that of baseline students vho never received any clues.

Failures to access relevant information are often assumed to be due to

breakdowns in metanngnitive processes. This concept is, hovever, ambiguou

(see Brown et a.1.7-17-91:S3.For example, it seems clear that general

strategies such es "search for similar problems that you have encountered"

are relatively weak (e.g., Newell, 1980). The success of one's ability to

access relevant information seems to depend heavily on the vay in which it

was learned originally. As an illustration, assume that students are

vithuut a calculator or computer and must multiply a number of pairs of

large numbers. Unless they had previously learned that logarithms enable

one to substitute simple additions for difficult multiplications, it is

highly unlikely that they would think of using them in this situation.

Similarly, people vho learn how the structural features of camels enable

them to survive desert sandstorms are more likely to use camels as a model

nor thinking about the problem of helping people survive in deserts

(Bransford, 1984). If only facts or properties of logarithims or camels

are taught, exclusive of their applications, access Of these concepts in

order to apply them to new problems is not facilitated.

Summary of Children's Learning

To summarize, we have argued that it is important to explore the

concept of Havens--of idealized learning environments. As an initial step

in this direction we focused on young children's remarkable abilities to

learn despite a number of disadvantages such as lack of knovledge, lack of

sophisticated learning strategies and possible limitations on working

memory. The efficiency of children's learning seems to stem, in part, frm

the advantsges of learning in context. Furthermore, children are helped

considerably by tbe presence of mediators who arrange environmental

conditions and provide feedback and instruction that is uniquely suited to

the performance level of the child. Bedistors also help children recreate

mutually familiar contexts so that discussion and instruction can more

readily take place. In addition, they help children transform facts and

procedures into useful conceptual tools.

In contrast to the advantages of everyday learning in childhood,

children in formal educational settings are often forced to learn out of

context. Teachers nay try to provide contexts through pictures and verbal

descriptions, but they often have little knovledge of the types of

experiences that each child could use in order to better understand the

intended instruction. Furthermore, the contexts provided are frequently

unrelated to one another rather than integrated into overall themes such

"What we do on Saturdays?" or "What happened during our last camping

trip?". Through the use of technology to make instruction more similar to

the Havens normally available to children, it should be possible to create

integrated contexts that permit effective mediation.

Overview of the Experiments

The experiments discussed below are designed to (a) illustrate and (0)

evaluate some procedures for creating Havens for learning. We use video

-8-
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tapes and computer-controlled video disks to create meaningful tssis4ronts

thst CAA be shared by students end mediators, and we compare the 4N.s of

learning in these Haven-like environments with the effects of envlssrstente

that are often fouad in schools. We then discuss bow more sophisticated

use of computer-controlled technology can be used to create Havens that are

even more ideal,

Tee video se ems that ve have used involve popular films Slilh as

SViSS Faelly Robirson, Raiders of tha Lost Are nne Smokey and

the Benoit. One reason for using existing films to create contexts for

tutting is that this procedure eliminates the costs of producing

high-quality video--costs which average approximately $1,000 a minute, In

addition, the films are highly motivating to watch. FUrthermore, since the

films do not include instructional segments in them, there is much more

opportunity to use them flexibly than is ueually the case with typical

educational films. The ability to utilize computer controlled access to

any segment of a video disc makes the opportunities for instruction much

richer than is possible in typical uses o: films.

The purpose of the videos is to provide a context fcr mediation.

Students ve0 view the video sealants in the absence of a mediator are

entertalaed, but they miss east of the opportunities tor learning that the

video provides. For example, we have shovn segments of SMokey and the

Bandit to I, number of college students, None of them spontaneously noticed

the richness of problem solving that takes place ie the film. Oace

students are provided with some background and direction, they begin to

notice that the film is full of problems and strategies and that it

includes a eumber of "natural word problems" such as the average speed the

actors must drive in order to travel from Georgia to TetArlans and back to

Georgia it 20 hours. The segment becomes especially rich when students are

prompted to evaluate the accuraty of the filo. For example, eah a truck

really hold as much cargo as the actors need? Is their estimate of the

average speed needed for the trip accurate, especially since they would

probably have to stop for nal? Is it reasonable to use the actors'

strategies for switching channels on their CB so that the police cannot

track them and for keepiag a running record of how much they are on

schedule?

We have also worked with segments of Sviss Family Robinson. This film

provides a rich problem-solving context since it involves a shipwreck,

attempts to explore an island and so forth. For example, during the first

25 minutes of the film One sees the shipmreck, the construction of a raft

and a journey to shore, the construction of a makeshift shelter, a trip

hack to the ship to get additional materials, a foray with pirates and a

trip back to the shore.

The first 14 minutes of Raiders of the Lost Ark also provides ao

excellent context for learning. For elample, at one point in the film

Indiana Jones wants to fill a bag with sand so that it veighs the aate as a

golden idol. Assuming that the idol is solid gold, how reasonable la it to

suppose that it weighs about the sue as a small bag of sand!

.9.

This question can be addressed at a number of different levels of

complexity. For example, students in a high school science class might be

helped to calculate the masa of the idol based up00 estimates that could be

approximated from the movie ans on information about the density of gold.

Discussions could then involve questions aisut otter metals (e.g lead)

and the Mas8 they vould have. te use of she bag or sand as sh equal ems

could then be investigated. An approximation of the volume of sand seeded

to equal the mass of the idol can be calculated based upon the density of

silicon dioxide. Our calculations indicate :116 tie idol mid have to

have a mass of 38 kilograms, And that the volume of sand would hsve to be

over 15,000 cubic centimeters. If the idol vere really this heavy, 1: is

also instructive to observe other scenes is the movie where it is carried

sad thrown vith almost no effort. A number of other aspects mf lust the

first 14 mitutes of the movie provide a context for a host of adesiocal

problems. For example, the explorers taste the poison on en artu '.t) see

if it is fresh, Is this possibleS And where did the natives get tos

poison and how does it affect the body?

At another point Indiana Jones Jumps across a pit. Wbat cues cat lie

used to estimate the length of the pit? Given this information, could a

human possibly jump across it (for example, what is the world !tenni in the

running long Jump?). In addition, if the latter information is not

available or needs to be cdculated tor a psrticular individual, how doe:

one do so? This problem provides a context for discussing experisentation,

averages, variability in perfor0 and 80 forth.

Indigos Jones also has a number of spiders oa his back after he enters

a We, Are these supposed to be dangerous from the perspective of the

film? (yes). Would the film makers actually put dangerous spiders on their

star actor? (probably co). inlet kinds of spiders are these (a form of

tarantula). Do they live in Stuth America It caves? Did they spin the

giant webs ia the caves?

At another point In the adventuie Indians and his cohort use torches

to light their say. Vny did they not use flashlights? At the beginning of

the film the date is given as 1936, Wu there electricity at this time?

(yes). Mere there batteries at this time, sod how portable were they? The

concept of "portable electricity" and how it is msde become salient here.

In addition, one CAA esk about the variables that should be considered in

order to determine the number of torches to take on a trip (e.g., how long

do they last, how long is the trip, how many are needed at once, etc.). The

preceding examples occur during the first 14 minutes of the Raiders film.

There are many different'situations that occur during these 14 minutesso

many that, after watching the segment as many as 50 times, we keep noticing

new questions that are relevaat tor educational purposes. Furthermore,

there are many more scenes ia this film and there are many other films as

well.

Experiment 1

The purpose of Experiment 1 vas to assess some of the claims made

earlier about advantages of learning in semantically rich environments.

For example, we argued that rich contexts enable people to infer the
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meanings of unfamiliar concepts, make elaborations, slid interrelate ideas

and concepts that otherwise might seem unrelated, We also argued that

tLese advantagee are important not only tor children but for adults as

well,

ellt2

Subjetts were twenty six undergraduate college students at Peabody

College of Vanderbilt. Students received extra credit for their

participstion in the experiment.

Kiterisls

Its video segment used to create a context for the experimmtal group

V43 the first 25 minutes of Swiss Familt Robinson. As mentioned previously,

this segment of the film involves eany scenee where the film characters are

involved in problem solvieg situations.

Four nets of test items were utilized in the experiment. The first

consisted of a set of 10 difficult-to-comprehend sentences such as rne

r_t_ulbe_lockswerehelcausetheclota_r_j_p_adricylteipsesesebecle

the barrels were tied. One has to take A mumber of inferences La orser to

comprehend such statements, For example, the first becomes more

comprehensible if cno assumes that it refers to ri ship whose sails were

tort and would capsize if it did not get wedged between some rocks (this

happens in Swiss Folly Robinson), second statement makes sense if one

relates it to the scene where barrels are tied to a pig ill order to help it

float vhile travelling from the ship to the shore.

StstesentS stair in form to those used in the present experiment

have been used in other studies that explored VAtiOUS effects of previously

acquired Mowlelge on comprehension and retention (e,g, Bransford

HcCarrell, 190; Auble A Franks, 1976; Franks, Bransford & Auble, 1962).

Rueter, in them other studies, specific costextual information VAA always

presented for each individusl sentence; for example, the cue "bagpipes" was

presented for The notes vere sour because the seam split. In the present

study ve did tot supply specific cues for individual sentences. Instead we

asked whether, given a 20 minute se ent of film, students could generate

the specific informstion necessary to make the statements make sense.

A second set of test items assessed students' abilities to fill in the

blanks in texts and to infer the leaning of nonsense words. ?or example,

students were asked to decipher statements such 48 The Lel vas in trouble

so they needed to reach the Oeck. They therefore saved some Bens to make a

him. A number of authors 4ive studied peoples' abilities to infer the

meanings of new or unfamiliar words as a function of verbal context (e.g.,

Verner, 1950; Sternberg & Powell, 1963). Ve asked whether a verbal context

in conjunction with video can facilitate the ability to predict and infer

meanings. As noted earlier in this paper, children seem to use contextual

Womation in order to learn the meaning of new statements and words

(e.g., Chapman, 1976; McNamara, 1972).
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A third set of test items assessed students' abilities to generate

inferences that provide coherence to a message. For example, students were

asked to interpret statements such as The shore was barely visible. He

picked up. the saliq The cannonballs were getting cicser. He tbougnt about

the flag, The unity to generate sentence-connecting inferences is

necessary in order to coprehend (e.g., Raviland & Clark, 1974; Kintsch,

1976; Trabesso, Stein a Johnson, in press).

The fourth set of test items consisted of a list of 70 topics such as

telescopes, diseases, heroism vs, cowardice, why wood floats, sharks,

brains over brawn, maritime law, etc, Students were asked to read each

topic and rate the degree to which it might provide a useful lesson for

fifth graders. Following the rating test they received a surprise free

recd1 test for the 30 topics. The purpose of the recall test vas to

assess the effects of the film context which, because of its organizing

properties, should facilitate retrieval (e.g., Handler, 1967), As noted in

the earlier discussion, the availability of an integrated context should

facilitate students' abilities to re:ember and summarize what they learned

in school.

Procedure

The two groaps in the experiment censisted of a film viewing group and

non.vieving group. The film viewing group saw the 20 minute segment of

"Swiss Family Robinson" mentioned above before completing the assessment

instruments; the non-viewing group saw no fan before completing the

instruments. Fourteen subjects were it the viewing group and 12 %fere in

the non-viewing group,

Results

Descriptive statistics and t -tests for the various Wtrunents across

the two groups are presented in Table 1.

ftwewftemiamd.AftamAlw.....0.M.A..

TABLE 1 About Here

As Can be seen from the table, there were substantial differences

between the groups on all of the measures, with the film viewing group

having higher scores in each case. All of the t-test results are

significantly different at p ( .001 except the number of concepts

remembered task (fourth task), which had a probability level of p ( .05 for

a one-tailed test,

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 illustrate that video segments can provide

a number of advantages that are similar to those available to young

children. First, college students who had seen the video se:.ent were

better able to understand the meaning of difficult-to-comprehend sentences

than were students who had not seen the video (see the first column in

Table 1). These results suggest that the video context permitted
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inferences about the referents of various statements and about relations

0.00t11 these referents. For exemple, in order to comprehend a statetent

ouch ts "Tee flag vorked because the consequences vere dire" one needs to

understand the type of flag used (a signal flag) and its message (it

signalled the presence of black plague), One also must anderstand "vork"

and "consequences" io the sense of "the use of the flag Nunn my the

Pirstel einCe they were frightened of the consequences; namely, catnning

the hlack plague,"

Data illustrating the effects of cootext on language comprehension

have usually involved very specific types of information that vere supplied

Just prior to or just after individual statements (e.g., Branatord,And

kestrel', 1914; Auble and Franks, 1980). In the present experiment,

students vere able to mmke use of contextual information that vas

distributed cross 25 minutes of film.

A second feature of Experiteat 1 is that college students vho had seen

the video segment vere much better able to determine the intended meaning

of nonsense vords than vere students vho had not seen the video (see the

second colnme of Table 1). For example, the video helped students

interpret the meaning of "The Lel was in trouble so they needed to reach

the Oek. They therefore saved some Bice to make a Zits". Of course,

nonsense vorde are rarely %teed in educational contexts so one might argue

thin these results are irrelevant. We contend that similar processes are

important when students ate not Pimilitr, or are only partially familiar,

vith concepts toed by teachers in school,

A Card pattern of results frnt Exnerimient 1 is that students via had

seen the video segment vete much more consistent in the inferences they

made to fill in the gape in messages than vere students in the non.video

group, All students received Sete of sentences such as "The shore vas

barely visible, He picked up the sav" and were asked to explain the

relationship betveen the sentences. Students vho had seen the video vere

verf consistent in their anavers, no example, for the preceding sentences

they stated that the saw uss wed to make a raft for getting to shore.

The data renorted in the third column S. Table I. reflect the degree to

vhich students made inferences that were consistent with informatioh from

the eovie, Students in the no.video group vete usually able to make sate

type of infereoce, but it AO often hard to detertine vhether their

inferences really made sense. Therefore, if their inferences did not

reflect the theme of the tovie Ve did not score them as correct, We

decided to score the data in this canner because it is usually itportant to

teachers that students' inferences conform to the intended theme of a

lesion. An aternate measure vould be to 818088 the time necessary to make

various inferences, It is our impression that students without a video

context woad take more tine regardless of whether their inferences vere

consistent vith the survival theme illustrated in Sviss Family Robinson,

Airthermore, ve expect that, for younger children, video context will often

be necessary in order for them to generate any inference,

The fourth set of results found in Experiment 1 illustrates how a

C08404 theme can facilitate remembering (see the fourth column in Table
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1), Students who had seen the video were better eble to recall a set of

topics for potential lessons than acre those in the no.video droup. Since

the video can provide a context for retrieval, ve suepect that the reemll

differences between the video and no.video group would become larger as a

function of greater time lags between acquisition and test,

Overall, the results of Experitent 1 premride strong support for

advantages of using technology to create some of the Haven,like

environments that are available during childhood, The data shov clearly

that video.tleed contexts CM help college students understand

difficult .to.comprehend statements, determine the meaning of nonsense

words, fill in the gaps in messagea tad recall a ember of

seemingly.unrelated topics. Of course, the materials used in Experiment 1

vete artificial. We used these materials because :hey are especially

useful tor revealing differences in inference processes, In the next

experimeet ve explore how similar processes affect the comprehension of

materials that are mare similar to those normally found in schools,

Experiment 2

laze.

Experiment tvo was designed to extend the ieitial information found in

experiment 1 by applying some of the techniques of the first experiment to

actual classroom situations, In addition, the taterial to be learned by

the students vas much more relevant to actual science content.

The subjects of the study were Tth and fith grade students at a rural

junior high school in the southeastern part of the United States, They

participated in this experitent as part of a larger peagram ia reading

iestruction being carried out at the school.

Materials

lam types of instructional aaterials vere prepared for the study. The

basic science information to be learned vas in the form of 11 short

informational se entn that covered topics such al the cWwacteristics of

tarantulas and the density of materials. The topics varied in length from

as few as 28 words to as much as 288 words. All were modified from science

textbooks and/or encyclopedia entries on the topics. Same se enta

included table material such 48 a table of densities.

Proodure

Four clasees were used in the study; two at the seventh grade level and

tvo at the eighth grade loci. The classes at the two levels were randomly

assigned to either a video or control group. In the video group, the whole

class save 12 minute se ent a tilt film Raiders of the Lost Ark taken

frot the first of the film (eligntly edited to remove On instance of

graphic violence) Via a laser videodisc player and large monitor.

The science information material vas thee handed out, For each science



segunt the students (1) read an orgseizing paragrapb containing a question

or questions , (21 era a very short (15-3,0 second) se ent from the film

that vis related to the content of each particular scieece passage, and (3)

read the science passage , and (4) vere asked to answer to themselves the

queltion(s) posed in the organizieg paragraph.

For example, in the example of the tarantulas peesaae, the orgenizing

paragraph was "ln the movie, the spiders that crawl on Indian& and his

sidekick are supposed to be viewed as very dangerous. They seem to he

Wattles, Are these types of spiders present in South Andes? Did they

spin the vebe in the cave? Pre they *germ to man?". The students read

this first, then saw a short se ent of the file where Indian& Jones 444

his helper go through some spider webs and have tarsatulaa appear cm their

bodies, ate students then read the science page about tarantulas and

finally they were asked to answer to themselves tbe questions posed in the

orgaeizing paragraph. In the control group the student read the science

passages only vithout vieving any video segments,

lte next day students were asked to complete a qui: of eight items that

covered the concepts presented by the science passages. For the tarantulas

;assist the question wee "Hiatt are Ione laportant characteristics of

tarsunlasl",

Results

Student responses on the posttot vere graded on the hal: of

their congruence with the science passage information in a blind manner,

e.g., the grader did ha know the treatzent group of the students. For the

tareetulas question, students were given credit for every characteristic

that they mentioned that vu ia the tarantula passage. Some items were of a

khovledge level such as "The density of a substance can be found by taking

it's veight and it's volame," Four alternatives yore

given; "A. Adding717777. subtracting it fru", C. multiplyieg it by',

"D. dividing it by". Two items attempted to see if students had a more

complete understanding of density by asking them to devise experiments to

solve a problem that used density concepts, e.g the Arthimedes problem of

determining if a emu VAS solid gold. A total of 14 points could be

obtained on the quiz by the students.

Because of the non-random assignment to treatments of students (only

classes were assigned) covariate data was collested an students from

stududized reading tchievement scores.

An analysis of covariance us undertaken with rending achieveeent test

scores acting as the covariate and the tiro treatment groups, video or

control as the one factor. Results of these analyses for each grade are

found in Table 2. Adjusted means are also reported in the same table.

At both grade levels tbe F Values reached statistical significance at less

than the 0.01 level.

Table 2 About Here

Strength of effect estimates vere calculated as suggested by Good and

Fletcher (101) by the cage squared method and resulted in a value of .19!

for the seventh grade data and .186 for the eighth grade data indicating

slightly uhder 20 percent of the variance could be accounted for by the

treatment factor. An examination of the individual items on the outcome

measure indicated that for every item the video group had a higher mean

value than the control group,

Discussion

hile the results of this experiment needed to be replicated vith

larger samples and vith random assigement of students to treatments, it

does show a rather strong effect tar otly t one day intervention in the

classroom. The video sequences appeared to help students recall

keowledge that that had read the previ001 day better than just reading the

meterial, Our expectation is that a mediator, such as 4 teacher,

could iaprove this method even acre by actively calling attention to the

relatioresips seen on the film sequences and the science concepts,

Ftrthernsre, the teacher could reehow a segment and ask students to

generate questions about the scene. The ease which the teacher can return

to the appropriate video sequence to refresh student's memories is very

apparent when using videodiscs, This alloys effective mediation in short

tine periode.

Experimeet 3

The purpose of Experimemt 3 wts to extend the intonation gained it the

first tvo experiments by condunting a controlled study to determine if (1)

a strong contextual basis could be used to integrate several seemingly

disjointed sets of scientific information and improve student recall of the

information and (2) whether the opportunity to use information to solve a

Problem ill the video context (e.g. to use intonation about spiders to

decide if Indiana Jones was in possible danger from poison) could increase

the probability that that inforeation would be spontaneouly used later on

4 subsequent problem solving task.

The previous studies as yell as others conducted by Hrensford,

Shervood, Kinzer, aod Huselbring (105), lead us to expect that a video

context would improve recall of information In this study, an overt

video selection was not used; rather onay a relating statement that

connected the written meterials to be learned to a film that all the

subjects were Wilier vith, Raiders of the Lost K. la addition, the

effect of making the information applicable to a problem

solviag task VAS investigated. Li vu discussed arlier, subjects

frequently fail to use relevant information vhen toey are uninformed

about It's relevance to a new task even though, when they are explicitly

informed, they cat use the information (e.g. Ferfetto et al., 1983). In

the present study we investigated a similar issue. In particular, ye

46-
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explored the effects of acquieition condition on both an informed task

(explicit instructions to recall) and an uninformed task (a problem solving

task that vas not explicitly stated to the information that students had

learned).

Subjects vere 128 undergraduate college students in a general

psycholcgy course at Vanderbilt University. Students participate in a

nuaber of experimeate during the semester as part of the course.

Materials

booklet of instructional %Aerials was prepared in tvo different

manners. Etch version contained twelve science related paesages each of

which contained 100.200 words witten in relatively non technical terms on

separate sheets of paper, The passages covered a variety of topics

including; The value of carbohydrates es ftods, weights of liquids,

characteristics of South Americao frogs, methods of puritlieg water, how to

make a bream age lamp, facts about tarantulas, how pettery is useful for

datiog civilizations, density of solids, finding the volume of an object

by %ter displacement, the efficiency of recent bicycles, solar powered

aircraft, densities of liquids, use of computers it personnel selection.

Me se ent below was oa the characteristics of South American frogs.

"Many frogs survive in the wild because they blend it

with hsture and hence are not easily seen. Hovever,

some frogs in South America are very brilliantly colored.

At first this vie puzzling to scieotiets until it vas

ditcovered that these frogs were highly poisonous. Other

animals therefore learned to avoid them.

Indian tribesmen of Central and South America trapped

these frogs for poison. They toasted the frogs in order

to increase the virulence of the poison. One frog could

provide enough poison to treat 30 to 50 individual hunting

inetrements euch as arrows or darts."

For the noo-contextuel version, the passages were the only thing on the

pages. For the contextuil versions, esch passage vas preceded by a short

paragraph (not over three sentences) %het related the science imformation

to the film Raiders of the Lost Ark and posed & question. For example, the

frog se ent given above vas preceded in the contextual version bY,

"Indiana's men see an arrov in a tree, %ate its tips and say "poison". It

would be vise to bring en antidote for the matives poison if one were

available. Row did South American Indians get poison for their arrows?"

?he directions for the non.contextual version of the materials vere,

"The inforution to be presented below involves relatively short passages

about topics that scientists have researched. Please try to learn this

information. The experimenter will tell you when to start." The

directions in the contextual version of the materials vere, "/n order to be

sucesaful, any trip into the wilderness needs to be well planned in
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advance. For example, in Raiders of the Lost Ark, Indiana Jones goes lo

South America in order to get a golden idol.
He obviously planned his ;rip

beforehand and vas prepared for certain dangers.
Some things that vere

*anent for explorers to know are discussed below.
Please try to learn

this information. The experimenter will tell you when to start."

Procedure

The tvo types of written materials
were nindomly passed cut to the

subjects vith equal numbers of each type represented,
Students were told

to read the directions Add were allowed to read the 12 con'ept sheets at

their ovn pace. After all subjects had read the passages tvo different

forms of the usessmeet measure vere used.
Subjects vere randomly assigned

within their group to use either an "informed"
or "unieformed" measure.

Both versions vere titled "A Problem
to Solve" and contained the same first

paragraph, "Assume that an adventurer plans to travel to a desert area in

the Western United States in order to bring back some artifacts that were

left by Pueblo cave dwellers.
The adventurer would need to plan carefUlly

it order to survive, and vould often need beckup plans it case soything
vent wrong.",

In the informed version the second paragraph
stated "List each of the

topics of information that you just read about, sad briefly state how etch

could be important for the edventurer to know.".

In the uzinforeed vereion the second paragraph stated 'List at least 10

topics of information that the adventurer should know in order to have

successful journey, List more then 10 if possible. Be brief but be

specific. For example, don's simply sey "she'll need supplies and

something to carry them", but say something bout the Linde and amounts of

supplies that she might need.-both for everyday living and for

emergencies.". After comple,lon of the ansesement instrument, the

experimenter contirmed that all of the students had previously seen

Raiders of the Lost krk.
The assessment instrument wee scored by counting

the number of times subjects mentioned the iaformetion
from the science

passages as being importut for the adventurer of the assesseeet question,

Results

The design of the experiment vas a simple 2 I 2 vith type of material

(contextual vs. nom.contextnal) being one factor and assessment prompt

(informed vs. uninforeed) the second factor. Table 3 summarizes the

deecriptive statistics,

414.abIe
Table 3 About Here

As is rather obvious from the table, subjects In the contextual

treatment had a much higher mean score than those La the non-contextual

treatment. Subjects who had the inforeed assessment prompt were also

somewhat higher than the uninformed group. A classical ANOVA was performed

on the data with the restate reported ie Table 4.
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Teble 4 About Here

The ANOVA confirms the expectation thst the a significant main effect

exists for both the contextual variable and the informed variable at a low

level of probability. The intersction effect is also statistically

significant. As 40 indication of the strength of the effect, omega squared

values vere calculated as in experiment 2. For the contextual main effect,

the velue vas ,13 indicating a reasonable percentage of variance in the

outeome Variable being explained by that main effect, The informed eain

effect was substantially higher at .36 led the interaction substantially

lower at .02. Both the main affect strength of relationships are much

larger then ie my reported science related studies (Good and Fletcher,

1981)

Discussion

The Main effects of the study point toward (1) the positive effects of

using a contextuAl basis to assist students in remembering science related

topics ie a recall situation and (2) the effects of acquisition

on students tendency to spontaneously use Leformetion in a new problem

solving situation.

In order to exatine the interaction more closely, a graphical

presentation of the interaction effect is presented in Figure 1. As On be

leen the contextual treatment means are both substantially higher then the

non.coetextual moos across the second factor, What the interaction

appears to show is that when dealing with an uninformed assessment prompt,

which :Ay be closer to eetual class iestruction, the need for a contextual

belie is especially important. Tne slope of the uninformed treatment from

non.contextual to contextual is much tore (4.34) thsn that of the slope of

the informed treatment (2,62),

O.M.1141.110410100.1

Figure 1 About Here

The variety of topics covered hy the science passages, some of which

involved numerical values e.g., "Density of Solids" while others were

purely qualitative leads to the conclusion that the use of an underlying

contextual basis to help studeets organize information may produce major

incressee in student retention of taformation it classroom settings, While

this study wee in the controlle situation of the university as have been

most of the previous related research (e.g., Branstord, Carrell, 1984;

Auble & Franks, 1918; hanks, Braneford & Auble, 1982), it gives empirical

basis to conduet field studies of a similar nature using video segments

(either presented in the class or ones that student's are familiar with

already) as a contextual basis for instruction in science and is

consistent with the earlier Perfetto, et al. (1983) research

that students many times do not spontaneously use previously acquired

information in later problem solving situations.
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Overall Discussion

The results of the three experiments provide evidence that Haven-like

environments can produce increases in comprehension and learning, Data

from Experiment 1 illustrate that college students can be helped to (a)

:axe inferences necessary to fill in the gape in messages, (b) understand

the meaning of untsmiliar words, and (c) interrelate various topics or

lessons (e.g., maritime law, barrel :siting, etc.) that otherwise seem

unrelated.

IA Experiment 2, with actual classroom students and science based

textual material, a short intervention of video se ente and organizing

questions yielded positive results as compared to simple reading of

materials, Students recalled more science content and were, to some

extent, better able to use science conrepte to solve problems.

In Experiment 3, the use of organizing questions that related science

information to video that the subOcts me already familiar with increased

the uee of the science inforatioe in a problem solving situation, In

eddition, the need to specifically prompt students to use previously

acquired informetiOn ume demonstrated,

In etch ot the experiments we were able to facilitate comprehension

and learning by using video se ante (or prompts to video se ate) to

provide a rich context for learning, and by creating spoken or written

materials that helped students elaborate on the contexts, In general, we

tried to create learning environments that included some of the advantages

available to humans during the ieltial years of their lives. Nevertheless,

none of our experimenta used environments that we consider to be ideal

Havens. The cotcept of a Haven is more complex than the learning

environments used in our studies, Nevertheless, even these simple

environments resulted it increases in comprehensioe and learning. Ideally,

Havens involve an envirotment that is (a) highly motivating, (b) provida

mediated guidance within a context.rich microworld, and (c) keeps detailed

records of student interactions with the computerized microworld.

At present, we have several prototype Havens thst are currently under

development. These are based cn the present findings plus a number of

design principles derived from the motivation and instructional

effectiveness literature (e.g,, Lepper, 1985), TO begin, the Havens are

designed to maximize student attention as they engage in learning, One way

in which thin can be done is through the use of fantasy. In the prototype

Havens we do this by building a fantasy environment around popular films

such aS Raiders of the Lost Ark, Swiee Family Robinson, Star Wars, and

In these Havens, leereer's are placid in more Active roles than they

were in the present experiments; their goal is to assist characters in the

film to solve problems as they go through an adventure together. For

example, in using the movie Raiders of the Lost Ark, the learner has to

assist Indiana Jones in solving numerous math end science problems that are

encountered in his quest to retrieve A golden idol. In contrast, in the

.29.
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movie Swiss Fully Robinson, the learner
must help the family solve the

problems emaciated with survival following the
shipwreck, In both cases

the films provide a notivating eneiroment in
which problems can be solved

in a context rich licroworld,

Motivation can be further enhanced in a Haven by placing the adventure

vithin a glee context, where the student
scores points for successfully

solving problems and Ines points or even has to start the adventure from

the beginning if he or she fails to solve the problems successfully. In

this respect, Havens resemble some of the common computer.titeed adventure

games, One important difference, hoverer, is that In a Haven, problem

solving is more endemically oriented tan in Meet other abenture.type

guest

An additional characteristic found in all Ravens is "mediated

guidance," Mediation is provided it terms of guidance about what to notice

and feedback about one's performance.
For example, in his quest for the

golden idol, one of the problems
that Indiana Jones is Wed vith is the

reooval of the Idol tram
a weight-sensitive pedestal thet will set in

motion & catentrophic set of events it a change lm weight is detected,

Thus, lesearle mut remove the idol
while simultaneously replacing it with a

Ito of equal utight,
At this point, the problem presented to the student

norkiog through the Haven is to determiee it a beg of sand that radiant is

going to put ia place of the golden idol
weighs the same as the idol,

Without this type of prompting,
many students fill to ask themselves

whether it is ressonable to
Assume that a solid gold idol vould weigh the

same aa a enill bag of sand,

In Order to solve the preceding
problem, the student must use

knowledge and principles from math and science. The student must determine

the mass of the idol by estimating the idol's volume tad then multiply thia
by the specific gravity of gold.

Next, the student must calculate
the mass

of the sand in the leather bag by the sue procedure, It the student does

the calculations correctly, he or she will know that the weight sensitive

pedestal will detect a change in veight since
the mass of the idol is far

greater than the mass of the and. In this case the student receives

points for correctly solving the problem end is able to continue through
the adventure,

If studente fail to solve the problem correctly they lose points and

then receive mediation in order to solve the problem correctly. Using

text, audio, and graphic feedback, the
students are questioned and prompted

until they are able to solve the problem. At this point, if the students'

scores have not fallen to zero they are alloyed to continue through the
adventure, If no points remain they must

neturn to the beginning of the

adventure and start again. This time they end Indiana will encounter a new
set of adventures and problems.

Ve are especially interested in
helping students develop the ability

to identify new problems
en their own, and to create their own problem

sole'Jg adventures that others can attempt to solve. This emphasis on

problem identification sed problem generation seems to be an especially

important aspect of problem solving that in often absent in instructional
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settings loot., Bransford and Stein, 100, The use of commercial video

litigants io especially good for problem identification because these

contain many instances where events do not fit reality either because of

wistekes or because of "artistic intent", Part of our work Is therefore

aimed at creating software that pereits students to design their ovn

adventures, In addition, We are attempting tin nrehte data bases that

students can Weds in order to find inforeation (e,g,, about epiders,

density, etc.) that helps them design adveetures of their ovn.

The final characteristic of all Havens is their ability to keep

detailed records of studeen 1 interactions as they go through the Haven,

These records are integral to the successful Wen Since a single Haven may

have multiple adventures of varying levels of difficulty. By keeping track

of students' responses, a tailored adventure can be constructed for the

learner, making sure that the appropriate mix of problem difficulty is

presented to the student io order to melamine motivation and learning. A

second reason for storing student responses and ihteractions la for

diagnostic purposes. By reviewing a students' record of responses, one is

often able to diagnose specific problems a student is exhibiting in the

problem solving process, thus enhancing the quality of remediation, If

these response data are not captured there is little hope of assessiag a

student's specific problems.

The Havens currently under develvesent are heavily reliant upon video

dice and computer technology, At present, the student interacts with the

Haven through an IBM pc that le interfaced with a Pioneer 1000 video disc

player, The PC controls the video disc through a proprietary authoring

nYateM developed hi IBM, and the PC and disc player use a co on video

monitor. Using the authoring system, the setting for an adventure is

created for the student using text, graphics, and audio. Th student is

then taken through the adventure by viewing selected se ents of the film

that the adventure is bseed upon. As described above, the student must

solve problems succeasfully in order to continue through the adventure. By

combining video disc technology with the text and graphics capabilities ot

the authoring system, we are able to create extremely flexible and powerful

Ravens &road s4ventures portrayed in some of the favorite movies of

children, The Raven can be used by groups of students or by individuals

working elone,

In UM, the data fret both experinents suggest that Raven-like

learning envirotmente are successful in enhancing comprehension and

learning. Ve refer to these environments as "Raven-like" because they

involved relatively simple uses of technology and of teacher support. They

therefore fell short of the ideal. Nevertheless, it seems tsportant to

attempt to understand and document how even simple uses of technolog can

improve student learningespecially given the skepticism nong many

educators concerning claims about the "panacea" offered by computers in the

schools. By showing how even simple uses of technology cau facilitate

comprehension, learning aad problem solving, the stage is set for exploring

how more sophisticeted uses of technology can enhance learning to even

greater degrees,

-22.
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Table 1

tVaIueg

Group

Home

Difficult Nonsense

Sentences Words Inferences Memory

Film 14 N 39.79 4.79 4,93 12.54

SD N 10.35 0.58 0,27 3.23

Control 12 26.83 2,00 0.42 10.33

6.31 1,58 0,5 2 2,18

t value 3'71
6.05 28.65 1.78

a 2( .001 for first 3 measures, 2 4 .05 final measure, one

tailed test
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Table 2: Analyeis of Covariance and Adjusted Meats

7th Grade Subjects

....F.s.1....00,01,Nra/PaPmFar1=0,..ftreerwlfteemmo..arm...ma.0....Prodae.

Source of

Variation

Sus of Squares dt Mean Square F Sig, of F

Informed

Reading 5.55 1 5.55 1193 0.17

(Covariate)

Group 32,69 1 32.69 11.38 0402
Uninformed

Explained 38.24 2 19,12 6.55 0.003

Residual 112.05 39 2.81

Total 150,29 41 3,67

0,404.0.00,.........m.i.MF.M......m......10Molnelfts.....1.4....

Adjusted,Mem: Video Group 4,55 (2116), Control Group 2.14 (a%26)

8th Grade Subjects

ml........111611.111...1.1.4....=114111111.11.1.1rompAimy.111....0.11.111.110.........1..Y.11...

Source of sum of Squares df Mean Sclunre F US. of F
Variation

Reading 31.46

(Covariate)

Group 42.11

Explained 73.57

Residual 126.31

Total 199.88

1 31.46 7.47 0.010

1 42,11 10,00 0,004

2 36.79 844 0.001

30 4.21

32 6.23

Austed Hems: Video Group 2 5078 (n=16) Control Group 3.51 (11217)

32

Able 3: Descriptive Statistics for Groups

Context I o Context

X = 7.00 ¶ 4.35

S.D. = 1.48 2.77

a a 32 I 32

5.75 I 1.141

1.83 ¶ 1.78

32 1 32
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Table 4: Pulpit' of VRiance

Some of Su of Squares df Soon F Sig. Of F
Variation

Context 142.38 1 142,38 64.89 <4001

Wormed 388.51 1 0.51 94.98 <4001

C X I 23.63 1 23.63 5.78 418

Fagaited 554.52 3 184,84 45.19 <401

Rtsidol, 501.22 124 4,09

Tiital 106144 127 8,36

8

6

5

4

3

2 uninformed C.

informed

Figure 1

1

Lov Context Sigh Context
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